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FOREWORD

C
limate change is an unmistakable threat that unites us 
like few others. I believe strong climate action is an 
unmissable opportunity for countries and companies 
willing to innovate and embrace new approaches. 

Fortunately, momentum is building. Nearly every day 
brings new private-sector leaders who recognize the need to reduce 
their environmental footprint. Sustained change in key industries 
is essential in order to slow temperature rise and afford the world’s 
citizens cleaner air and wellbeing.

This is especially true for the oil and gas industry. Some companies are 
already working to be part of the solution, making business decisions 
about new projects and evaluating their carbon footprint in ways that 
could have meaningful economic, environmental and societal benefits. 
Our long-term focus must remain on sustained carbon dioxide 
reductions toward a low-carbon economy. However, an additional 
opportunity for countries and companies producing oil and gas to slow 
temperature rise — while growing the economy — is to increase the 
focus on methane reductions. 

The last five years have firmly established that reducing methane 
emissions is necessary if we are to make significant gains toward 
stabilizing our climate future. Methane emissions are responsible for 
about a quarter of today’s global warming, and the oil and gas sector is 
one of the largest anthropogenic sources.

This Second-Year Report from the UN-sponsored Oil & Gas Methane 
Partnership of the Climate and Clean Air Coalition comes at a critical 
moment. Global energy investors with more than $4.2 trillion in assets 
have heightened calls for methane action to minimize financial risk. 
Addressing methane is the key for natural gas to play a positive role in a 
low-carbon energy future. 

The International Energy Agency estimates the methane reductions 
possible from the oil and gas sector could have the same potential 
climate benefit as increased investments in renewables in terms 
of keeping us on the “2-degree” path during the next few years. 
Governments across North America and Europe have begun taking 
action on methane. 
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FOREWORD

This surge of attention has helped grow participation in the Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. Currently, companies representing about 12.5 
percent of global oil and gas production are members.  We must aim 
to increase the share of the world’s oil and gas operations participating 
in methane mitigation programs such as the Oil & Gas Methane 
Partnership and other efforts if we are to achieve the desired level of 
methane emission reductions. The Oil & Gas Methane Partnership 
plays a unique role in bringing various interests across the world 
together to improve methane management practices and ultimately 
foster an industrywide culture of performance excellence.

The Climate and Clean Air Coalition identified oil and gas methane 
emissions to be one of the world’s most significant opportunities for 
climate change mitigation. Companies in the Oil & Gas Methane 
Partnership are poised to lead their peers toward a new methane 
paradigm that prioritizes transparency, operational efficiency and 
environmental stewardship. 

Our methane challenge is clear, but so are the solutions. The Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership companies and partners stand on the leading edge 
of the type of corporate action we hope to see enriched and expanded 
worldwide. 

Helena Molin Valdés 
Head of the Climate and Clean Air Coalition Secretariat

UN Environment
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

photo: Ole Jørgen Bratland, Statoil

T
his is the Second-Year Report of the Oil & Gas Methane 
Partnership (OGMP), a voluntary, public-private, 
initiative aimed at minimizing methane emissions from 
global oil and gas operations. It is designed to facilitate 
Partner companies’ efforts to minimize their methane 

emissions from the largest potential sources and to help ensure that 
today’s leading practices become standard practice over time.

The OGMP requires companies to do the following in their 
participating assets:

• survey for nine “core” sources that account for much of the methane 
emissions in typical upstream and midstream operations;

• evaluate cost-effective technology options to address un-mitigated 
sources; and,

• report progress on surveys, project evaluations and project 
implementation in a transparent, credible, manner that demonstrates 
results.

To date, the ten OGMP Partner companies have surveyed more than 
50 assets in nine countries: Angola, Indonesia, Italy, Kazakhstan, 
Mexico, Norway, Republic of Congo, Thailand, and the United States. 
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Leadership by the OGMP Partners, in particular the oil and gas 
operating companies, is key to advancing efforts to address methane 
emissions from oil and gas sources.

Section I of the Oil & Gas Methane Partnership — Second-Year Report 
presents background information on the OGMP and summarizes 2016 
activities. Section II contains company-specific summaries for the eight 
companies reporting for 2016. 

THE OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP (OGMP)

Data from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)1 
shows that oil and gas operations are one of the largest human-caused 
sources of methane emissions. There are a variety of estimates for oil and 
gas methane emissions that are in the general range provided by Saunois 
et al. in The Global Methane Budget 2000-2012, which suggests that 
oil and gas operations account for about 11 percent of global methane 
emissions from all sources and 22 percent of global anthropogenic 
methane emissions.2 Although there are uncertainties and gaps in 
methane emissions estimates, the overall data trends illustrate both the 
need, and opportunity, to reduce methane emissions from the sector. 
The IEA has identified minimizing methane emissions from upstream 
oil and gas operations as one of five key global greenhouse gas mitigation 
opportunities, which would have a similar climate impact as increased 
investment in renewables.3

In addition to helping mitigate climate change, reducing and 
controlling methane emissions delivers health and safety benefits. 
Applying methane control technologies and implementing related 
business practices can reduce other pollutants from oil and gas activity 
that degrade air quality, such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
which lead to the formation of ground-level tropospheric ozone (i.e., 
smog) and can adversely affect both human health and agricultural 
productivity. Because methane is combustible, addressing methane 
emissions can also improve safety. 

Technically feasible and cost-effective solutions exist for addressing 
many sources of methane emissions, although economics vary 
depending on technical concept and operating conditions. 

1 IPCC AR5: https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/
ar5/syr/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full.pdf,  page 88.

2 Saunois, M. et al (2016), “The Global Methane Budget: 
2000-2012”, Earth System Science Data, 8, 697-751.

3 The IEA noted in its 2015 “Bridge” scenario that low-cost 
reductions in this area could account for approximately 
15% of total greenhouse gas reductions needed by 
2020 to keep the world on a path that holds the average 
temperature rise below 2o C.  This would be similar to the 
climate impact that the scenario attributes to increased 
investments in renewables. IEA Special Report “Energy 
and Climate Change” published 2015, p. 68: https://
www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/
WEO2015SpecialReportonEnergyandClimateChange.pdf
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A combination of the following factors highlights the urgency — and 
opportunity — to reduce methane emissions from the oil and gas sector 
in a more strategic manner: 

• the significant contribution of methane emissions to global warming; 
• the role of natural gas as a potentially cleaner energy source provided 

that methane emissions are addressed; 
• the availability of technically feasible and cost-effective mitigation 

measures; and, 
• the significant technical and managerial skill within the oil and gas industry.

As awareness grows about the benefits of reducing methane emissions, 
governments are taking note and beginning to regulate these emissions 
to a greater extent than previously. Major oil and gas-producing 
countries — Canada, Mexico, Norway and the United States (both 
nationally and in some cases sub-nationally) — have moved to directly 
mandate reductions, or mitigation, of methane emissions from the oil 
and gas industry.  

At COP22, environment leaders of 21 countries agreed to implement 
policies to minimize their oil and gas sector emissions and noted that 
methane emission reductions from the oil and gas sector are the “next 
big climate opportunity.”4 This pledge is a significant step toward raising 
awareness and encouraging action to address the global problem of 
methane emissions.

Additional reductions can be realized through enhanced policy actions 
by oil and gas companies globally. This is evidenced by the success of 
the Oil & Gas Methane Partnership and the leadership shown by its 
participating companies. 

Carbon dioxide (CO
2
) is longer-lived and has a greater long-term warming effect in the atmo-

sphere than methane. Methane, however, has 84 times more impact than carbon dioxide on 

warming during the initial 20 years after being emitted, and is 28 times more potent over a 

100-year period.5 Recent scientific studies, including Shoemaker et al.,6 illustrate the need to 

reduce CO
2
 and short-lived climate pollutants such as methane concurrently in order to meet 

global climate goals. It is therefore important from a climate standpoint that focus continues 

to be given to the reduction of CO
2 
emissions globally. Moreover, some actions taken to reduce 

CO
2
 emissions will also reduce emissions of methane and other short-lived climate pollutants.

“NATURAL GAS HAS A VITAL ROLE TO PLAY IN 

A LOWER CARBON WORLD AND IT’S COMING 

OF AGE. WE IN BP ARE SHIFTING MORE OF 

OUR UPSTREAM PRODUCTION TO GAS AND 

WE ARE WORKING HARD TO BETTER 

UNDERSTAND AND TACKLE METHANE 

EMISSIONS — BOTH IN OUR OWN 

OPERATIONS  AND INDUSTRY-WIDE, BY 

ADVANCING SOLUTIONS IN PARTNERSHIP 

WITH OTHERS.”
BOB DUDLEY 

GROUP CHIEF EXECUTIVE, BP

4 http://www.ccacoalition.org/en/resources/marrakech-
communique 

5 IPCC. 2013. Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science 
Basis. Chapter 8. www.ipcc.ch/reporting/ar5/wg1

6 Shoemaker, J.K., D.P. Schrag, M.J. Molina and V. 
Ramanathan. 2013. What Role for Short-lived Climate 
Pollutants in Climate Policy. Science. 13 December 2013. 
Vol. 342
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“SHELL IS PLEASED TO HAVE JOINED THE 

CCAC OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP.  

I TAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO REDUCE 

METHANE EMISSIONS SERIOUSLY AND THIS 

MEMBERSHIP FORMS AN IMPORTANT 

ADDITION TO OUR ONGOING EFFORTS. SHELL 

CONTINUES TO SEE A CENTRAL ROLE FOR 

GAS IN THE ENERGY TRANSITION. IN THE 

NEAR-TERM WE BELIEVE THAT FOR MANY 

COUNTRIES, SWITCHING FROM COAL TO A 

‘GAS PLUS RENEWABLES’ POWER PORTFOLIO 

WILL BE A FAST AND AFFORDABLE WAY TO 

MEET EMISSIONS REDUCTION TARGETS WHILE 

MAINTAINING RELIABILITY IN THE POWER 

SECTOR. HOWEVER, METHANE EMISSIONS 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OF 

NATURAL GAS NEED TO BE ADDRESSED.  

WE HAVE MANY OPERATIONAL INITIATIVES  

TO REDUCE METHANE EMISSIONS IN PLACE: 

SUCH AS LEAK DETECTION AND REPAIR, 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES AS WELL AS 

FLARE AND VENTING REDUCTION 

PROGRAMS. EFFORTS TO FURTHER REDUCE 

EMISSIONS WILL CONTINUE TO BE A STRONG 

FOCUS.”

BEN VAN BEURDEN 
CEO, SHELL

Industry leaders have recognized this challenge and have begun to take 
action. 

The Oil & Gas Methane Partnership (OGMP) was launched at the 
United Nations Secretary General’s Climate Summit in September 
2014. The OGMP is an initiative of the Climate and Clean Air Coalition 
to Reduce Short-Lived Climate Pollutants (CCAC). It helps leading 
companies better understand and prioritize how best to reduce 
methane emissions within their operations and facilitate plans for near-
term reductions. OGMP Partner companies strive to systematically 
identify, quantify, control and reduce emissions of methane that occur 
due to leaks and the use of certain equipment and processes.

The OGMP’s ten Partner companies listed below produce roughly 
12.5 percent of the world’s oil and natural gas (countries listed indicate 
headquarter locations):

• BP (United Kingdom)
• Engie E&P (France)
• Eni (Italy)
• Pemex (Mexico)
• PTT Public Company Limited (Thailand)
• Repsol (Spain)
• Shell (Netherlands)
• Southwestern Energy Company (United States)
• Statoil (Norway)
• Total S.A. (France)

The OGMP is guided by a Steering Group that includes representatives 
of each Partner company and the following United Nations Partner 
governments and environmental Partners of the Climate and Clean Air 
Coalition: 

• Netherlands
• Norway
• United Kingdom
• United States
• Environmental Defense Fund
• UN Environment (which also serves as the Partnership’s Secretariat)
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Figure 1. Countries where reporting OGMP companies have surveyed operations/assets (at specific locations).

 ■ = Countries where reporting OGMP companies have surveyed assets (at specific locations) for the nine “core” sources.

To date, Partner companies have surveyed more than 50 assets7 in 
nine countries: Angola, Indonesia, Italy, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Norway, 
Republic of Congo, Thailand, and the United States (see Figure 1).

THE “CORE” SOURCES
An oil and gas company can have thousands of potential methane 
emission sources throughout its operations. Dedicated effort is 
therefore needed to identify, prioritize and effectively implement 
methane emission mitigation. The OGMP works to improve data 
collection through systematic surveys to determine where emissions 
exist and share best practices to minimize them. 

The OGMP is initially focusing its efforts on a group of nine of the 
largest (“core”) sources of methane emissions (see p. 10). These were 
selected during the OGMP’s pre-launch design phase based on data 
on the relative contribution of these sources to upstream oil and gas 
methane emissions, along with the availability of cost-effective options 

7 The OGMP Framework document refers to participating 
“operations/assets,” which is intended to be a general 
term to describe the physical operations that companies 
include under OGMP. The term does not imply a level 
of aggregation of operations, but should be a logical 
business or operating unit (e.g., individual processing 
plants, gathering facilities, or offshore platforms; 
producing basins; regional assets; LNG operations). 
An operation/asset unit should be defined such that all 
components of the unit are participating in the program 
(e.g., if several gas plants within a country are listed 
as one operation/asset, then a single emission survey 
should address all of the gas plants). The same operation/
asset unit organization should be used for conducting the 
emission survey, the opportunity evaluation and describing 
results in the annual report. For convenience, the term 
“assets” will be used to refer to “operations/assets” 
throughout this report.
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CORE EMISSION SOURCES
In order to promote methane reductions 
and improve data, partner companies 
are initially focusing on surveying and 
reducing emissions from nine “core” 
emission sources in upstream oil and gas 
operations:

• Natural gas driven pneumatic 
controllers and pumps

• Fugitive component and equipment leaks
• Centrifugal compressors with “wet” (oil) 

seals
• Reciprocating compressors rod seal/

packing vents
• Glycol dehydrators
• Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid storage 

tanks
• Well venting for liquids unloading
• Well venting/flaring during well 

completion for hydraulically fractured 
gas wells

• Casinghead gas venting

Companies are also encouraged to 
investigate and report on additional
sources beyond this list.

to mitigate them.8 By establishing best-practices in both emissions 
quantification and management, the OGMP equips Partner companies 
with the tools to systematically survey their operations in order to 
identify equipment and processes with high potential to emit methane, 
and to use proven methods to minimize these emissions. 

The OGMP has established detailed implementation mechanisms 
for its work, including: protocols for surveying reporting facilities; 
Technical Guidance Documents that provide emission quantification 
guidance and specific best-practice recommendations for minimizing 
emissions from the nine core sources; and reporting systems to present 
the results of Partner-company efforts. The OGMP continues to refine 
its protocols to ensure that participating operations are reviewed for the 
most important potential methane emission sources and to remain a 
leader in these efforts. 

Companies joining the OGMP commit to a series of implementation 
steps including annual reporting. A company produces its first report 
after its first full year of membership. This is the second year of 
reporting for the six founding companies: Eni, Pemex, PTT Public 
Company Limited, Southwestern Energy Company, Statoil and Total S.A. 
BP and Engie E&P produced their first reports this year, and next year 
Repsol and Shell (which joined in 2017) will also report. Providing a 
mechanism for companies to survey and annually report mitigation 
status is a critical step toward addressing methane emissions. 

OGMP ACCOMPLISHMENTS – THE SECOND YEAR 
The OGMP aims to encourage action and achieve benefits on two 
fronts: improving the availability of global information on Partner 
companies’ opportunities to reduce methane emissions and driving 
mitigation action to achieve methane emission reductions.  It includes 
a public reporting component to increase transparency and allow for 
recognition of individual Partner company efforts and leadership. 
Accomplishments for this past year include the following:

• Shell and Engie E&P joined as new Partners, bringing the number 
of Partner companies to ten and total global oil and gas production 
covered by OGMP companies to approximately 12.5 percent; 8 Economics of mitigation options can vary by asset.
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“TOTAL BELIEVES IN THE ESSENTIAL ROLE OF 

NATURAL GAS AS ONE OF THE SOLUTIONS TO 

CLIMATE CHANGE ISSUES, AS IT EMITS 50 TO 

60% LESS CO2 ON AVERAGE THAN COAL IN 

POWER GENERATION. TO PRESERVE THIS 

CLEAR ADVANTAGE, IT IS NECESSARY TO 

MAKE SURE THAT METHANE EMISSIONS 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION AND 

TRANSPORTATION OF GAS ARE LIMITED TO 

THE STRICT MINIMUM. SO WE’RE TAKING 

ACTION, IN OUR OPERATED SCOPE AND 

BEYOND OUR WALLS, TOGETHER WITH CCAC 

/ OGMP AS WELL AS UN ENVIRONMENT, 

ENVIRONMENT DEFENSE FUND AND THE OIL & 

GAS CLIMATE INITIATIVE”

PATRICK POUYANNÉ 
CEO, TOTAL

• Nine publicly-available technical documents for quantifying and 
mitigating methane emissions underwent public review with input 
from governments, civil society and industry;  

• Two new companies submitted annual reports for the first time (BP 
and Engie E&P);

• Companies conducted surveys of operations in nine countries. 
Surveys concentrated on production facilities, but also included 
midstream gathering and boosting operations, gas processing plants 
and LNG export facilities;

• Companies increased the mitigation status of core sources in their 
operations; and,

• Reported methane reductions from the nine core sources in 2016 
were  8,689 tonnes of methane,9 down from the previous year.

During the past two years, OGMP Partner companies began to survey 
and identify, quantify and reduce methane emissions from core sources 
in their operations. Companies are both learning by doing and by 
sharing information and experience from efforts both within the 
OGMP and elsewhere.  

OGMP Partner company reports provide important information 
related to the level of participation of each company, the presence 
and mitigation status of core sources in participating assets, as well as 
emission reductions achieved through the mitigation of previously un-
mitigated core sources. 

The first metric reported is the share of company assets that a Partner 
has included within the OGMP, i.e., the share of its assets covered by 
the OGMP protocols for identifying, addressing and reporting the 
largest potential sources of methane emissions. This metric is given 
both as a share of operated assets and as a share of owned (“total”) 
assets. There is no minimum number, or share, of assets that a company 
must start with or maintain in the OGMP, but Partner companies 
publicly report the share of their assets participating each year, so that 
stakeholders can see this share increase over time. Southwestern and 
Statoil currently include the largest share (more than 80 percent) of 
their operated upstream assets within the OGMP.

9 Equivalent to 0.24 million tons of CO2e using a 100-
year Global Warming Potential factor of 28, or 0.73 million 
tons of CO2e using a 20-year Global Warming Potential 
factor of 84.
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Another important metric is the mitigation status of each core source 
type across a company’s participating operations. It should be noted 
that “100 percent mitigated” does not necessarily mean zero emissions, 
but that all sources of a particular type are using best practice to 
minimize methane emissions as defined in the Technical Guidance 
Documents. Mitigation progress for assets surveyed so far (by company 
and source type) are presented in Figure 2. Mitigation methods used by 
companies for the core sources present in their participating operations 
are provided in Figure 3.

OGMP companies have continued their efforts to reduce methane 
emissions both within and outside the OGMP.  Southwestern Energy 
Company in particular has reported notable reductions.10 

Reported emission reductions of 8,689 tonnes of methane for the 
Partnership as a whole in 2016 were lower than they were in 2015. This 
is in part because most other companies have not reported emissions 
reductions at the same scale as Southwestern. In general, companies can 
only report reductions resulting from the implementation of mitigation 
measures which took place after joining the Partnership.

There are a variety of factors influencing emission reductions 
reporting. Some core source types are more prevalent in certain 
locations and types of operations than in others. Additionally, some 
Partner companies have noted that they are initially participating with 
assets where core sources were largely mitigated, or eliminated entirely, 
prior to joining the OGMP.

Going forward, OGMP Partners will consider how best to ensure the 
Partnership can achieve additional reductions. The current OGMP 
metrics were developed during one-and-a-half years of stakeholder 
consultations with governments, NGOs, investor groups, industry 
associations and companies, with the aim of promoting best practice. 
Now that Partners have tested these metrics for two reporting periods, 
the OGMP intends to review them to ensure that OGMP reporting 
provides the right incentives for addressing methane emissions and 
adequately reflects company efforts in doing so. To support this 
work, it is expected that the OGMP will be able to leverage the series 
of methane measurement studies that the CCAC is coordinating in 

10 Prior to joining the OGMP, Southwestern committed 
to a production-sector methane leak/loss rate target of 
0.36% of its gross production as part of its participation 
in the ONE Future: Our Nation’s Energy Future Coalition, 
Inc.. Companies that join ONE Future collectively aim to 
“… improve the energy delivery efficiency of the natural 
gas supply chain [in the United States] by reducing total 
methane emissions to less than one percent of gross 
production” with sub-targets for different sub-sectors. 
More information on ONE Future may be found here: 
www.onefuture.us
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Figure 2. Mitigation progress (percent) for core sources present at participating assets surveyed so far by company.

■ = Natural gas-driven pneumatic controls and pumps
■ = Fugitive component and equipment leaks
■ = Centrifugal compressors with “wet” (oil) seals
■ = Reciprocating compressors rod seal/packing vents
■ = Glycol dehydrators

■ = Unstablized hydrocarbon liquid storage tanks
■ = Well venting for liquids unloading
■ = Well venting/flaring during well completion for hydraulically fractured wells
■ = Casing head gas venting

Length of each bar indicates the percentage of potential methane sources of a particular type identified during surveys that could be considered mitigated. Lack of a 
bar for a particular source type indicates non-presence of that source type at assets surveyed so far by the company.
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RECOMMENDED MITIGATION METHODS BY SOURCE
PARTNER COMPANIES REPORTING THIS YEAR

BP Engie Eni Pemex PTT Statoil SWN Total S.A.

1. NATURAL GAS DRIVEN PNEUMATIC CONTROLS AND PUMPS

Use “low-bleed” pneumatic controllers

Use “intermittent-bleed” pneumatic controllers that do not emit when the valve is in a 
stationary position

Replaced pneumatic controls or pumps powered by natural gas with those powered by  
compressed air or electricity

Routed natural gas-driven pump emissions to vapor recovery system or combustion device

2. FUGITIVE COMPONENT AND EQUIPMENT LEAKS

Asset has a Directed Inspection & Maintenance (DI&M) system in place

3. CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS WITH “WET” (OIL) SEALS

Seal oil degassed at intermediate pressure and gas routed at intermediate pressure to  
productive use or flare

Seal oil degassed at atmospheric pressure and gas routed to a vapor recovery unit or flare

Use mechanical dry seal

4. RECIPROCATING COMPRESSORS ROD SEAL/PACKAGING VENTS

“Distance piece” or packing case vents to atmosphere and rings replaced at least every 
26,000 hours or three years

Rod packing vented to the atmosphere and emissions periodically evaluated for excessive 
leakage

Reciprocating compressor “distance piece” or rod packing vents routed to recovery or flare

5. GLYCOL DEHYDRATORS

Dehydrator has a flash tank separator that directs gas to beneficial use or control device;  
no stripping gas is used

All vents from dehydrator system routed to a flare, vapor recovery unit or other beneficial use

Dehydrator has an electric circulation pump and uses no stripping gas

6. UNSTABILIZED HYDROCARBON LIQUID STORAGE TANKS

Tank vapors are recovered by routing to a vapor recovery unit

Stabilization towers installed ahead of tanks

Tank vapors routed to a flare/combustion device

7. WELL VENTING FOR LIQUIDS UNLOADING

Conduct manual liquids unloading without atmospheric venting

Conduct automated liquids unloading with optimized (substantially less) atmospheric venting

Use foaming agent to abate or substantially minimize manual liquid unloading

Use plunger lift for liquids unloading without (or with substantially less) atmospheric venting

Use gas lift or wellsite compressor to remove or reduce liquids in the well

8. WELL VENTING/FLARING DURING WELL COMPLETION FOR HYDRAULICALLY FRACTURED WELLS

Conduct reduced emission (“green”) completions; flowback gas is routed to sales or flare

9. CASING HEAD GAS VENTING

Install compressors/VRUs to capture casing head gas

Connect casing to tanks equipped with vapor recovery units

Route casing head gas to flare

Figure 3. Mitigation methods reported by Partner companies.

■ = Mitigation methods used by companies. Note that a company may be using one or more mitigation options for a particular source type, and that no companies currently have all nine core   
        source types present in their participating operations.
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cooperation with the Environmental Defense Fund and the Oil and 
Gas Climate Initiative to increase knowledge about the main sources of 
methane emissions along the global gas supply chain (see box above).

JOINING THE OGMP
Partner companies in the OGMP have noted a number of important 
benefits. From the perspective of participating Partner companies, the 
OGMP:

• offers the credibility of a public-private partnership in which not only 
companies but governments and NGOs are members;

• creates a community of “leader” companies to facilitate learning, 
sharing and continuous improvement;

• provides a high-profile platform through which companies can take 
concrete, credible, actions to address methane emissions;

CCAC OIL & GAS METHANE STUDY

A global oil and gas methane study was announced by the Environmental Defense Fund 
(EDF) and several oil and gas companies, including Eni and Total, at COP21. Participants 
now include 10 companies under the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI).11 The CCAC has 
made this new initiative an official part of its work which will facilitate synergies with the 
efforts of the Oil & Gas Methane Partnership. 

A key objective of the study is to address the uncertainty in the amount of methane being 
emitted across the global oil and gas supply chain, with a focus on operations outside the 
United States (with the exception of U.S. offshore). Since the announcement, work has 
focused on understanding what data gaps exist and what additional science would be 
most effective in filling those gaps. The next phase will include field studies using multiple 
measurement methods.

The studies will be governed by a Steering Committee of the funders, however, the science 
will be guided by a Scientific Advisory Panel and implemented by scientists. The governance 
protocols for the studies will build on the model and experience of the EDF-led studies in 
the United States and are designed to ensure integrity. This includes measures to safe-
guard researchers’ independence and eventual publication of the studies in peer-reviewed 
journals.

Thus far, EDF and the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI) are providing funds for the 
studies. More than $6 million has been committed. Other companies and CCAC Partner 
governments are invited to provide additional funding to the studies to help expand their 
scope (http://ccacoalition.org/en/content/oil-and-gas-methane-science-studies).

photo: PEMEX

11 The Oil and Gas Climate Initiative is a CEO-led initiative 
which aims to show sector leadership in the response 
to climate change. OGCI is made up of ten oil and 
gas companies that collaborate on action to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. More information may be 
found at http://www.oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/ 
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• aims to harmonize data collection and management with other 
reporting and disclosure standards;

• facilitates emissions reductions in a cost-effective manner and helps 
ensure that the potential climate benefits of using natural gas are 
maximized; and,

• recognizes the positive steps of participating companies in the face of 
increasing stakeholder concerns about climate change.

The CCAC supports a Partner company’s efforts, including with 
technical assistance and by encouraging development of policies and 
practices that promote and support oil and gas methane emission 
mitigation activities within CCAC member countries and beyond. In 
order to promote and achieve this new standard, the CCAC Partner 
governments and NGOs and Partner companies invite all oil and gas 
companies to join the OGMP. 

For more information on the OGMP, please visit the web page12 

or contact Philip Swanson, the OGMP Administrator at the CCAC 
Secretariat (philip.swanson.affiliate@unep.org).

12 www.ccacoalition.org/en/content/ccac-oil-gas-
methane-partnership
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T
his is the second year that Partner companies have produced 
annual reports. The six OGMP founding companies, which 
began reporting last year, are Eni, PEMEX, PTT Public 
Company Limited, Southwestern Energy Company, Statoil, 
and Total S.A. This year BP and Engie E&P joined them in 

submitting reports, and Shell and Repsol will follow next year.

Key metrics presented in the public report are intended to show Partner-
company progress in implementing OGMP protocols, provide useful 
data on core methane emitting sources and recognize efforts taken to 
mitigate core sources, both historically and as part of a Partner company’s 
participation. A Readers Guide to the company reports is presented below.

READERS GUIDE 2016
This Readers Guide provides an explanation of the various fields in the 
OGMP public company-specific reports. 

Context
Partner companies provided information to give context to their 2016 
OGMP report.

Scope of Participating Assets and Emissions Survey Progress
This section presents the share of operated and total assets that Partners 
have included in their OGMP participation, and the extent to which 
those assets have been subject to OGMP Emission Surveys. Partner 
companies calculate this metric according to produced or throughput 
volumes of oil and gas following a standard methodology developed by 
the OGMP.

Progress in Mitigating Methane Emissions
Mitigating methane emissions involves several steps. Completion of 
an Emissions Survey for each participating asset is the first step and 
entails identifying the presence of each of the nine core OGMP sources 
(and, optionally, additional sources). For each source that is found to be 
present, the following information is provided in the company-specific 
public report:

• MITIGATION PROGRESS shows the extent to which each source has 
been mitigated, whether under OGMP or prior to joining. Showing 
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mitigation status prior to joining the OGMP allows for the recognition 
of earlier action that a company has taken to minimize methane 
emissions. Although 100 percent mitigation does not necessarily mean 
methane emissions are zero, it does, however, signify that there may 
be few, or no, opportunities for further methane emission reductions 
for that source. Conversely, less than 100 percent mitigation indicates 
that specific additional emission-reduction opportunities, such as 
those described in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents,13 may be 
available for individual sources not deemed as mitigated, though in 
some cases implementation of these emission reduction opportunities 
may have been evaluated as not economically efficient by a Partner 
company. 

Specific Interpretation Guidance: As noted in each report, mitigation 
action for Fugitive Component and Equipment Leaks (via “Directed 
Inspection and Maintenance” or DI&M programs) must be performed 
on an annual basis for the source to count as mitigated. Fugitive 
mitigation, therefore, is reported as occurring each year “within the 
program” even if the practice was in place prior to joining the OGMP.

• TOTAL NUMBER OF SOURCES IDENTIFIED AS PRESENT indicates the actual 
number of core sources of each type identified in Emission Surveys. 
The exception is Fugitive Component and Equipment Leaks, for which 
the number of “sources” is the number of assets, not the number of 
individual components or the number of leaking components found 
and fixed (see p. 9 for discussion of what constitutes an asset).

• EMISSIONS REDUCED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP indicates the emission 
reductions achieved from voluntary (or regulatory) action on the part 
of the Partner company during its participation in the OGMP.

Specific Interpretation Guidance: In general, sources identified as “mitigated 
within the Partnership” will show corresponding emission reductions, and 
sources identified as “mitigated prior to the Partnership” or “unmitigated” 
will not. There can be exceptions to this for the Fugitive Component and 
Equipment Leaks category. For example, Fugitive emission reductions can 
be identified for leaks that are repaired regardless of whether the source 
is designated as mitigated or unmitigated. Alternatively, some companies 
may show this source category as fully mitigated through implementation 

photo: ENI

13 The OGMP Technical Guidance Documents may be 
found here: http://ccacoalition.org/en/content/oil-and-
gas-methane-partnership-technical-guidance-documents.
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of a qualifying Directed Inspection and Maintenance (DI&M) program, 
but with no corresponding emission reductions, because the company 
chose not to quantify repaired leaks. A company is not required to quantify 
emissions from “mitigated” sources, and an asset is considered mitigated 
for fugitive emissions if it has a qualifying DI&M program in place.

Mitigating Actions by Source
This section lists the mitigation technologies and practices 
implemented by the Partner company, both historically and during 
its participation in the OGMP. The purpose of showing historical and 
current mitigation methods is to provide transparency on trends in 
methane mitigation. This information also serves as a means of capacity 
building: companies that have not mitigated that source can see what 
companies have already done and seek information from their peers 
on best practices and lessons learned. More detailed descriptions of 
each action listed in this section may be found in the OGMP Technical 
Guidance Document for the relevant sources.

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions
For sources that are found to be unmitigated, OGMP partners quantify 
the methane emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation 
feasibility. OGMP has developed Technical Guidance Documents that 
provide partner companies several options for quantifying methane 
emissions, including emission factors, engineering calculations, 
software tools and direct measurement. These range from the easiest 
to implement but with the highest uncertainty (emission factors) to 
the most difficult to implement but with the greatest accuracy (usually 
direct measurement). Disclosing the quantification methods used 
provides context for Partner companies’ participation in the OGMP, 
as well as data on trends in quantification methods implemented for 
different sources. More detailed descriptions of these methodologies are 
found in the OGMP Technical Guidance Documents.

Methane Emission Reductions Under the Partnership
This section shows relative levels of emission reductions achieved under 
the OGMP in graphical format.

Background  
Partner companies provided information on their company overall and 
its objectives in controlling methane emissions.
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CONTEXT
BP joined the CCAC OGMP in 2015 because we shared its ambition to address 
methane emissions in the oil and gas sector. BP has been reporting methane 
emissions externally and taking action on methane reductions for many years, 
but the CCAC allows for increased focus, alignment with peers and supports 
efforts to improve scientific and technical understanding of methane emissions 
within the oil and gas industry. BP has externally published a methane 
intensity figure for our upstream operations - that is, methane emissions as a 
percentage of marketed gas production - of around 0.2% in 2016. Our recent 
methane activity includes conducting detailed assessments of many of our 
upstream operations to fine tune our estimates of methane emissions, and to 
support identification of possible areas for future improvement. We continue 
to focus on flare management (as an important methane source) with some 
notable reductions in 2016, as well as continuing our efforts to roll-out leak 
detection and repair (LDAR) programmes, successfully implemented at some of 
our operated assets already, across our global operations. Our work with the 
Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI) is complementary to our efforts in CCAC 
and includes specific focus on technologies to support methane detection, 
measurement and mitigation.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
BP 2016

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 
Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals 

Reciprocating Compressors  
Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks  
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 50 2 0

Centrifugal compressors  
with «wet» (oil) seals 100 60 0

Glycol dehydrators 100 1 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

50

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS 
AND EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production Key

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership (not yet 

surveyed for the nine core sources)
n Assets included in partnership and 

surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership basis) 
included in the OGMP, and the portion of 
those assets that have undergone Emissions 
Surveys.12% 5%
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OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
BP 2016

ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT BP
BP is a global energy company with wide reach across the world’s 

energy system. We have 74,500 employees in 72 countries.  

BP delivers energy products and services that people around  

the world need. Our Upstream segment is responsible for oil  

and natural gas exploration, field development and production.  

Our Downstream segment is focused on the refining and 

marketing of fuels, lubricants and petrochemicals

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Asset has a Directed Inspection & 

Maintenance (DI&M) system in place

Glycol dehydrators
• All vents from dehydrator system routed to a 

flare, vapor recovery unit or other beneficial use

Centrifugal compressors with  
«wet» (oil) seals
• Use mechanical dry seal

*More detailed descriptions of these actions are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.
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CONTEXT
In 2016, ENGIE E&P International S.A. joined the CCAC OGMP, 
committed to systematically address our methane emissions and  
report on annual progress. In the initial implementation plan 
submitted to the OGMP, ENGIE has identified two operated assets 
that will participate in the initial phase of the program: Gjøa in the 
Norwegian North Sea from 2017 and Cygnus in the UK sector from 
2018. The possibility to include other operated assets from the 
company will be evaluated consecutively.  Throughout 2016, ENGIE 
conducted a mapping of all methane and nmVOC emission sources 
at our offshore installation in Norway. Through this effort, ENGIE was 
able to quantify methane emissions. “ENGIE E&P believes fighting 
climate change is vital. The partnership will allow us to engage in a 
procedure to master and reduce uncontrolled emissions of methane, 
«says Maria Moraeus-Hanssen, CEO of ENGIE E&P. 

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
ENGIE E&P INTERNATIONAL 2016

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 
Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals 

Reciprocating Compressors  
Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks  
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100 1 0

Centrifugal compressors  
with «wet» (oil) seals 100 5 0

Glycol dehydrators 100 1 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS AND 
EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production  Gathering and 
Boosting Key

Operated 
Assets

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership 

(not yet surveyed for the nine core 
sources)

n Assets included in partnership and 
surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership 
basis) included in the OGMP, and 
the portion of those assets that have 
undergone Emissions Surveys.

42% 42%
24% 24%
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ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT ENGIE E&P INTERNATIONAL
ENGIE E&P is a resilient E&P company, and leading operator, 
founded on more than 50 years’ experience. It has a global 
portfolio of exploration and production interests, focused 
primarily on North Western Europe. These represent proven 
& probable (‘2P’) reserves totaling 699.2 millions of barrels of 
oil equivalent (‘MMboe’), of which 76% are natural gas and 
24% are liquid hydrocarbons. This portfolio consists of 319 
licenses, roughly half of which we operate, across: the North 
Sea (UK, Netherlands and Norway); Germany; Brazil; Indonesia; 
Australia; Egypt and Algeria. Whether operated by ourselves, or 
by others, these are the building blocks from which our whole 
organisation is constructed.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
ENGIE E&P INTERNATIONAL 2016

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Glycol dehydrators
• All vents from dehydrator system routed to a flare, vapor recovery unit or other 

beneficial use

Centrifugal compressors with «wet» (oil) seals

• Use mechanical dry seal

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions

Natural gas driven pneumatic controls and pumps
• Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers emission factors

*More detailed descriptions of these actions are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.
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CONTEXT
Eni has been one of the first companies to be proactive on the issue of 
reducing methane emissions, and participating in the OGMP initiative 
has strengthened its commitment to invest in monitoring and reducing 
methane emissions all over the company. The partnership has been 
considered a good opportunity for sharing knowledge on methodologies 
and technologies, creating value from joint work.  The initiative also 
represents a good leverage for stressing the methane emission issue 
within the project development process: the target is to endorse project 
scenarios compatible with lower methane emissions, in the direction of 
an increasing sustainable vision of our business.

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
ENI 2016

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 
Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals  
Reciprocating Compressors 

Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks 
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100 6 13

Reciprocating compressors rod   
seal/packing vents 100 31 0

Glycol dehydrators 5050 8 0

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid 
storage tanks 100 58 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS 
AND EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production Key

Operated 
Assets

18%

Total 
Assets

12%

n Company assets not included in the 
Partnership

n Assets included in partnership (not yet 
surveyed for the nine core sources)

n Assets included in partnership and 
surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership basis) 
included in the OGMP, and the portion of 
those assets that have undergone Emissions 
Surveys.
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ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT ENI
Eni is an integrated energy company that employs more than  
28,000 people in 66 countries around the world. It is a key player  
in the exploration and production of oil and natural gas, the refining 
and sale of petroleum products, the generation and marketing of 
electricity. Eni adopts a unique sustainable model for long-term value 
creation, including an integrated strategy for decarbonization based 
on carbon footprint reduction, gas valorization and commitment on 
renewables.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIPACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
ENI 2016

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Asset has a Directed Inspection & Maintenance (DI&M) system  

in place

Glycol dehydrators
• Dehydrator has a flash tank separator that directs gas to beneficial use 

or control device; no stripping gas is used
Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid storage tanks
• Tank vapors are recovered by routing to a vapor recovery unit

Centrifugal compressors with «wet» (oil) seals
• Use mechanical dry seal

Reciprocating compressors rod seal/packing vents

• Rod packing vented to the atmosphere and emissions periodically 
evaluated for excessive leakage

• Reciprocating compressor «distance piece» or rod packing vents routed 
to recovery or flare

*More detailed descriptions of these actions and methodologies are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Leaks quantified according to US EPA «Protocol for Equipment Leak 

Emission Estimates» (EPA- 453/R-95-017, November 2015)

Glycol dehydrators

• Emission factors in Technical Guidance Document 5*

Methane Emissions Reductions Under the Program
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PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
PEMEX 2016

CONTEXT
PEMEX joined the CCAC OGMP in 2014 as a founding partner. 
Through this coalition the company reaffirms its commitments 
to achieving and accelerating short lived climate pollutants 
mitigation and to benefitting from collective knowledge sharing. 
The company recognizes the importance of active and coordinated 
cooperation and participation of the oil and gas sector to meet the 
goal of limiting to 2° C the rise in global temperature as agreed in 
December 2015 at the Conference of the Parties (COP21). In 2016,  
an initial survey was performed in a major facility processing 48% 
of the processed gas of the country, and at two major boosting 
and gathering facilities with the aim of expanding the surveys 
to other facilities the following years. Pemex has formulated a 
Strategic Plan for Gas Utilization (2016-2019) under which it will 
invest 3,600 million dollars in offshore facilities, including major 
investments in gas pipelines and compressor platforms.

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS AND 
EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

 Gathering and 
Boosting Processing Key

Operated 
Assets

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership 

(not yet surveyed for the nine core 
sources)

n Assets included in partnership and 
surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership 
basis) included in the OGMP, and 
the portion of those assets that have 
undergone Emissions Surveys.

17%
48%

17%
48%

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 

Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals 

Reciprocating Compressors 

Glycol Dehydrators 
Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks 
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Natural gas driven pneumatic 
controls and pumps 100 2 0

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100

100

3 0

Centrifugal compressors  
with «wet» (oil) seals 75 4 0

Reciprocating compressors  
rod seal/packing vents 10 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

25
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OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
PEMEX 2016

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Asset has a Directed Inspection & Maintenance (DI&M) system in place

Centrifugal compressors with «wet» (oil) seals

• Seal oil degassed at intermediate pressure and gas routed at intermediate 
pressure to productive use or flare

Reciprocating compressors rod seal/packing vents

• «Distance piece» or packing case vents to atmosphere and rings 
replaced at least every 26,000 hours or three years

• Reciprocating compressor «distance piece» or rod packing vents 
routed to recovery or flare

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions*

Natural gas driven pneumatic controllers and pumps
•  Emission factors in Technical Guidance Document 1

Centrifugal compressors
• Emission factors in Technical Guidance Document 3

ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT PEMEX
Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) is the largest company in Mexico. 
According to Petroleum Intelligence Weekly (11/2016), it is the 
eighth largest producer of crude oil and the eighteenth largest oil 
and gas company in the world, based on information from the year 
2015. During 2016, Petróleos Mexicanos focused on recovering 
stability, taking advantage of opportunities provided by the Mexican 
government’s Energy Reform, and strengthening stakeholder 
relationships. Opportunities to improve efficiency and reduce methane 
emissions are a priority at the company. The company is also taking 
major steps towards improving gas utilization.

*More detailed descriptions of these actions and methodologies are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.
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CONTEXT
PTT improved its operations based on results received from 
assessments on methane leakage in PTT’s operational areas and 
PTTEP’s S1 drilling platform and various NGV service stations 
during 2013-2014. As a consequence, 10,700 tCO2e were saved, 
accounting for cost savings of 3 million baht per year. In 2015, 
9 operational areas were assessed in which the findings and 
results will be used to develop plans for 2016. In 2015, PTT 
organized an international workshop to educate its employees 
on best practices in methane management, inviting experts from 
various organizations including USEPA, Embassy of the United 
States in Thailand, UNEP, and Cairn Energy Co., Ltd. to share 
relevant knowledge.

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
PTT PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 2016

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 

Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals 

Reciprocating Compressors 

Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks 
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Natural gas driven pneumatic 
controls and pumps 100 83 0

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100 3 0

Centrifugal compressors  
with «wet» (oil) seals 100 6 0

Reciprocating compressors  
rod seal/packing vents 6 17 128

Glycol dehydrators 100 3 0

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid 
storage tanks 67 3 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

94
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SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS AND 
EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production Processing Key

Operated 
Assets

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership 

(not yet surveyed for the nine core 
sources)

n Assets included in partnership and 
surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership 
basis) included in the OGMP, and 
the portion of those assets that have 
undergone Emissions Surveys.

32%
4%14% 4%
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ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT PTT PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
PTT is a state-owned enterprise under supervision of the Ministry of 
Energy with the Ministry of Finance as a major shareholder. It is listed 
on the Stock Exchange of Thailand and engages in fully integrated 
energy and petrochemical businesses. PTT has set a goal to achieve 
zero unintentional methane emissions in 2020 to reduce GHG 
emissions into the environment on top of saving operating cost. PTT 
became a founding member of the CCAC OGMP and partner under 
USEPA’s Natural Gas Star Program.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
PTT PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED 2016

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Instituted a Directed Inspection & Maintenance (DI&M) system

Natural gas driven pneumatic controls and pumps

• Use «intermittent-bleed» pneumatic controllers that do not emit 
when the valve is in a stationary position.

Glycol dehydrators

• All vents from dehydrator system routed to a flare, vapor recovery 
unit or other beneficial use

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid storage tanks
• Stabilization towers installed ahead of tanks

Centrifugal compressors with «wet» (oil) seals

• Seal oil degassed at atmospheric pressure and gas routed to a 
vapor recovery unit or flare

• Use mechanical dry seal

Reciprocating compressors rod seal/packing vents
• «Distance piece» or packing case vents to atmosphere and rings 

replaced at least every 26,000 hours or three years
• Rod packing vented to the atmosphere and emissions periodically 

evaluated for excessive leakage
• Reciprocating compressor «distance piece» or rod packing vents routed 

to recovery or flare

*More detailed descriptions of these actions and methodologies are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Direct measurement

Hydrocarbon liquid storage tanks
• Direct measurement

Reciprocating compressors rod seal/packing vents
• Direct measurment

Methane Emissions Reductions Under the Program
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SECTION II. COMPANY-SPECIFIC PUBLIC REPORTS

CONTEXT
In 2016, as in 2015, Statoil included all our offshore, production 
installations on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS) in our OGMP 
participation scope. In 2016, Statoil implemented updated quantification 
methodologies for the reporting of methane emissions. These updated 
quantification methodologies are the result of a comprehensive project 
initiated by the Norwegian Environment Agency in 2014, with the 
cooperation of the industry. Using the latest available data for 2016, Statoil 
can credibly demonstrate that methane emissions from our upstream, NCS 
operations are quite low.
 
As Eldar Sætre, our CEO states: “Statoil has the ambition to build a high 
value and lower carbon oil and gas portfolio.  A key pillar of that ambition 
is to maintain methane emissions from the Norwegian gas value chain 
below 0.3% of marketed gas, with emissions from the associated upstream 
sector contributing less than 0.03%.  The Oil and Gas Methane Partnership 
provides us with an opportunity to systematically address emissions from 
potential, core sources in our operations, while at the same time placing 
these sources in a global context and demonstrating our commitment to 
limiting methane emissions.”

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
STATOIL 2016

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 
Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals 

Reciprocating Compressors 

Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks 
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100 31 0

Centrifugal compressors  
with «wet» (oil) seals 100 167 0

Reciprocating compressors  
rod seal/packing vents 100 4 0

Glycol dehydrators 52 21 0

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid 
storage tanks 100 2 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

48

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS 
AND EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production Key

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership (not yet 

surveyed for the nine core sources)
n Assets included in partnership and 

surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership basis) 
included in the OGMP, and the portion of 
those assets that have undergone Emissions 
Surveys.

89%
58%
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SECTION II. COMPANY-SPECIFIC PUBLIC REPORTS

ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT STATOIL
Since its founding in 1972, Statoil has grown to be the leading oil and gas 
operator on the Norwegian continental shelf and is the second biggest gas 
supplier to Europe. Statoil aims to provide energy for a low carbon future 
and to create lasting value for communities. Addressing methane emissions 
is one of the most effective short term climate measures the industry can 
implement, and a pre-requisite for ensuring that gas is a credible part of the 
future, lower carbon, energy mix. A key part of Statoil’s climate focus is to 
track methane emissions though all stages of the natural gas value chain.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
STATOIL 2016

*More detailed descriptions of these actions and methodologies are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions*

Glycol dehydrators
• Engineering calculation with software as described in Technical Guidance Document 5

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Asset has a Directed Inspection & Maintenance (DI&M) system in 

place

Glycol dehydrators
• All vents from dehydrator system routed to a flare, vapor recovery 

unit or other beneficial use

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid storage tanks
• Tank vapors are recovered by routing to a vapor recovery unit

Centrifugal compressors with «wet» (oil) seals
• Seal oil degassed at intermediate pressure and gas routed at 

intermediate pressure to productive use or flare

• Use mechanical dry seal

Reciprocating compressors rod seal/packing vents

• «Distance piece» or packing case vents to atmosphere and rings replaced 
at least every 26,000 hours or three years

• Rod packing vented to the atmosphere and emissions periodically 
evaluated for excessive leakage
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CONTEXT
Southwestern Energy Company (SWN) was the first to join 
the OGMP, and is the only United States company currently 
participating. In the initial reporting year, over 85% of Production 
operations and 95% of Gathering and Booster operations were 
included in the program. In addition to the reported estimated 
emissions reductions at its participating operations for the 
nine core sources, SWN implemented mitigation on sources in 
which they were unable to report methane reductions due to 
measurement or underlying calculation requirements. Through 
the OGMP, SWN seeks to demonstrate leadership and share best 
practices with industry peers.

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
SOUTHWESTERN ENERGY 2016

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 

Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals  
Reciprocating Compressors 

Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks 
Liquids Unloading 

Hydraulically Fractured Completions 

Casinghead gas 

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%)

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

Total Sources   
Identified as Present

Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Natural gas driven pneumatic  
controls and pumps 91 14614 196

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100 5 5 285

Reciprocating compressors  
rod seal/packing vents 100 648 0

Glycol dehydrators 100 132 0

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid 
storage tanks 68 431 0

Well venting for liquids unloading 35 3477 1 703

Well venting/flaring during completion 
for hydraulically fractured wells 100 35 1 364

9

32

65

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS AND 
EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production  Gathering and 
Boosting Key

Operated 
Assets

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership 

(not yet surveyed for the nine core 
sources)

n Assets included in partnership and 
surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership 
basis) included in the OGMP, and 
the portion of those assets that have 
undergone Emissions Surveys.

99,6% 99,6% 99,6% 99,6%
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OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
SOUTHWESTERN ENERGY 2016

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and 
process leaks
• Asset has a Directed 

Inspection & Maintenance 
(DI&M) system in place

Natural gas driven pneumatic controls 
and pumps
• Use «intermittent-bleed» pneumatic 

controllers that do not emit when the 
valve is in a stationary position.

• Replaced pneumatic pumps powered 
by natural gas with pumps powered by 
compressed air

Glycol dehydrators
• Dehydrator has a flash tank 

separator that directs gas 
to beneficial use or control 
device; no stripping gas is used

Unstabilized hydrocarbon 
liquid storage tanks
• Tank vapors are recovered by 

routing to a vapor recovery 
unit

• Tank vapors routed to a flare/
combustion device

Well venting/flaring during  
well completion for 
hydraulically fractured wells
• Conduct reduced-emission 

(«green») completions; 
flowback gas is routed to 
sales or flare

Well venting for liquids 
unloading

• Use foaming agent to 
abate or substantially 
minimize manual liquid 
unloading

• Use plunger lift for liquids 
unloading without (or 
with substantially less) 
atmospheric venting

• Use gas lift or wellsite 
compressor to remove or 
reduce liquids in the well

Reciprocating compressors rod seal/
packing vents
• Rod packing vented to the atmosphere 

and emissions periodically evaluated for 
excessive leakage

*More detailed descriptions of these actions and methodologies are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.

*More detailed descriptions of these actions are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.

Methodology(ies) Used to Quantify Unmitigated Emissions*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Leaker emission factors in Table 2.3 of 

Technical Guidance Document 2

Natural gas driven pneumatic controls and 
pumps
• Emission factors in Technical Guidance Document 1

Well venting for liquids unloading
• Engineering calculation using equations 

in Technical Guidance Document 7

ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT SOUTHWESTERN ENERGY
Southwestern Energy Company (SWN) is an independent energy company 
engaged in natural gas and oil exploration, development and production, 
natural gas gathering and marketing. SWN’s core operating areas include 
Arkansas, Pennsylvania and West Virginia in the United States. In 2015, 
SWN was the third largest producer of natural gas in the United States with 
approximately 6,150 wells producing 976 billion cubic feet of natural gas. SWN 
is a co-founder of Our Nations Energy Future Coalition and EPA Natural Gas 
STAR Methane Challenge participant.

Methane Emissions Reductions Under the Program
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SECTION II. COMPANY-SPECIFIC PUBLIC REPORTS

CONTEXT
As a founding Company member of CCAC-OGMP, Total decided to 
continue reporting nearly one third of their Operated Production 
Worldwide. This demonstrates Total’s commitment to improving methane 
measurement and the mitigation of these emissions as environmental 
priorities. Upstream Total’s Methane Emissions Reporting has existed for 
more than 10 years now, with ongoing cross-check of exhaustivity of 
sources compared to installations. Taking part of this partnership is also 
the occasion to demonstrate the technological excellence of the Company 
by focusing on a technology where Total is in a leading position, namely 
Ultra Deep Offshore Installations. The results actually show ultra low 
levels of emissions.

PROGRESS IN MITIGATING METHANE EMISSIONS
For each asset surveyed, OGMP partners screen for the presence of each 
of the nine core OGMP sources. Sources found to be present are then 
further analyzed to quantify the number of sources overall, the number 
of sources mitigated, and the mitigation technology or practice being 
used. For unmitigated sources, OGMP partners also quantify the methane 
emissions in order to evaluate that source for mitigation feasibility  
(emissions levels are not part of public reporting).

Note: With the exception of Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the “Total Sources Identified as Present” column indicates the actual number of equipment or 
component sources or emissions events. For Fugitive component and equipment leaks, the source is counted on an asset-wide basis, so the number of sources indicates 
the number of assets counted within the Emission Surveys. Finally, because leaks can occur at random, Fugitive mitigation action must happen on an annual basis for 
the source to count as mitigated. Therefore all Fugitive mitigation shows as occurring “within the program,” even if the practice was in place prior to joining OGMP.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
TOTAL S.A. 2016

CORE SOURCES PRESENT AT 
SURVEYED ASSETS
Pneumatic Controllers and Pumps 
Fugitives 

Centrifugal Compressors with Wet Seals  
Reciprocating Compressors  
Glycol Dehydrators 

Unstabilized Hydrocarbon Liquid Storage Tanks 
Liquids Unloading  
Hydraulically Fractured Completions 
Casinghead gas 

Core Sources Present   
at Surveyed Assets Mitigation Progress (%) Total Sources   

Identified as Present
Emissions Reduced under 
Program (metric tons CH4)

Fugitive component  
and equipment leaks 100 4 0

Glycol dehydrators 100 4 0

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid 
storage tanks 100 4 0

Mitigated prior to
the program

Mitigated within the 
program Unmitigated

Total identified sources mitigated to date 

SCOPE OF PARTICIPATING ASSETS 
AND EMISSIONS SURVEY PROGRESS

Production Key

Operated 
Assets

Total 
Assets n Company assets not included in the 

Partnership
n Assets included in partnership (not yet 

surveyed for the nine core sources)
n Assets included in partnership and 

surveyed

Bars represent Share of Operated Assets 
and Share of Total Assets (ownership basis) 
included in the OGMP, and the portion of 
those assets that have undergone Emissions 
Surveys.

29%
7%
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SECTION II. COMPANY-SPECIFIC PUBLIC REPORTS

ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) has 
created a voluntary initiative to reduce methane 
emissions in the oil and gas sector: the CCAC Oil & Gas 
Methane Partnership. The CCAC officially launched 
the Partnership at the UN Secretary General’s Climate 
Summit in New York in September 2014. To learn more 
about this Partnership, visit www.ccacoalition.org/en/
content/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership.

ABOUT TOTAL S.A.
Total is the No. 4 Oil and Gas Company Worldwide with a 2,45 Mboe/d 
operated production in 2016 of which approximately half was of natural  
gas and global leader in solar energy. Since 2010, Total reduced their Green 
House Gas emissions by 25%. Between 2015 and 2019 Total plans to invest 
USD 7.4 Billion in R&D, including clean technologies and environmental 
issues. Total’s active participation in CCAC-OGMP is part of a portfolio of 
actions contributing to creating a shared roadmap to reduce emissions in 
line with the 2°C target. Besides OGMP, Total is also a founding member of 
the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI) where methane emissions are also 
a major work subject.

OIL AND GAS METHANE PARTNERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS REPORT
TOTAL S.A. 2016

Mitigation Actions by Source*

Fugitive equipment and process leaks
• Asset has a Directed Inspection & 

Maintenance (DI&M) system in place

Glycol dehydrators
• All vents from dehydrator system 

routed to a flare, vapor recovery unit or 
other beneficial use

Unstabilized hydrocarbon liquid storage tanks
• Tank vapors routed to a flare/combustion device

*More detailed descriptions of these actions are found in OGMP’s Technical Guidance Documents.








